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ABSTRACT 
A vector y is G-majorized by a vector x if y is an element of the convex hull of 
the orbit of x under the action of a group G. It is known that if G is a finite reflection 
group, then G-majorization is equivalent to a groupinduced cone ordering. In this 
paper it is established that if for a finite subgroup G of the orthogonal group 
G-majorization is equivalent to a groupinduced cone ordering, then G must be a 
reflection group. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Multivariate inequalities are of interest in pure and applied mathematics. 
For surveys and recent developments in the area of multivariate inequalities 
in statistics and probability we refer e.g. to Tong (1984) Steememan (1987), 
and Eaton (1987a, b). An important issue is the study of vector orderings. In 
this paper we will focus on a preordering known as G-majorization. It has a 
long history. Three important landmarks are Hardy, Littlewood, and Polya 
(1973, 1st ed., 1934), Marshall and Olkin (1979), and Eaton and Perlman 
(1977). We shall not go into details regarding history, but mention some 
literature relevant to the development of the general concept of G-majoriza- 
tion: Mudbolkar (1966), Eaton and Perlman (1977), Eaton (1982, 1984, 
1987a, b), Jensen (1984), and Giovagnoli and Wynn (1985). In the literature 
there are various illustrative examples available, and these wiU not be 
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reproduced in this paper. Excellent references are e.g. Eaton (1984, 
1987a, b). 
We have the following aim. In case G is a finite reflection group, 
G-majorization is equivalent to a so-called group-induced cone ordering. We 
denve a converse result. If for a finite group G, G-majorization is equivalent 
to a group-induced cone ordering, then G is a reflection group; see Section 4. 
In the following two sections a number of results are collected that are 
needed in Section 4. Section 2 is devoted to G-majorization and its relation to 
a group-induced cone ordering. Section 3 surveys some facts about reflection 
groups and fundamental regions. New results are presented in Section 4. 
2. G -MAJORIZATION 
Let (V, (. , . )) be a finite dimensional real inner product space, and let G 
be a group of bijective transformations of V. In our notation we shall not 
always express the dependence on G. The group G induces an equivalence 
relation = on V, defined by x = y if and only if y = gx for some g E G. The 
equivalence classes are the orbits of G: 
O(x) = big l G), x E v. 
The convex hull of the orbit O(x) will be denoted by C(X). 
The group G also induces another relation on V, which is called G- 
majorization. The general concept is due to Mudholkar (1966) and Eaton and 
Perlman (1977). It is denoted by + and defined by 
Y<X - ye(x). 
In general < is a relation. If G is a group of linear bijections, then + is a 
preordering. In the sequel G will be a closed subgroup of Co(V), the 
orthogonal group; hence G is compact. This implies that both O(r) and C(x) 
are compact sets in V. It can easily be shown that the orbit O(x) is equal to 
the set of extremal points of C(x) [see Lemma 1 of Giovagnoli and Wynn 
(1985)]. Some other obvious results are collected in the following proposition. 
PROPOSITION 2.1. Let x, z E V, then 
(i) gC(x)=C(gx)=C(x) foraZZgEG, 
(ii) z< x e C(z)CC(x), 
(iii) 2 < x, x < z = x = z. 
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An element m E V is G-minimal in V if r < m implies x = m. The 
G-minimal elements turn out to be precisely the G-invariant elements; see 
Remark 2.3 of Eaton and Perlman (1977). Define 
M,= {rEVlgx=x forall gEG}; (2.1) 
then the element m E V is minimal if and only if m E M,. 
In principle it could be a hard task to check whether y < x. The 
application of the so-called support function has proved to be very successful. 
The idea has been developed in Eaton (1984) and in Giovagnoli and Wynn 
(1985). For U, x E V define m : V x V + [w by 
m[u,x] = Sup (u,gr). 
gee 
(2.2) 
The following proposition collects some basic results [see Equation (2.5) from 
Eaton ( 1984)]. 
PROPOSITION 2.2. For u, x E V, 
(i) m[c,u, czx] = clcZm[u, x] fir C1,C2 > 0, 
(ii) m[glu,g,xl=m[u,xl firg,,g,EG, 
(iii) m[u, zx] = m[x, U], 
(iv) m [u, . ] is conuex on V. 
The following proposition shows how x < y can be verified by using the 
support function m. Eaton (1984) showed the equivalence between parts (i) 
and (iii). The equivalence with part (ii) has been established by Giovagnoli 
and Wynn (1985). 
PROPOSITION 2.3. Let x, y E V. The following three statements are 
equivalent: 
(ii) f(x) < f( y ) for all G-invariant convex ftcnctions f: V += R, 
(iii) m[u,x]<m[u,y] foraZZuEV. 
Various groups of practical interest have the property that the preorder- 
ing 4 is related to a so-called groupinduced cone ordering as defined by 
Eaton (1987b). 
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DEFINITION 2.1. The preordering + is a groupinduced cone ordering if 
there exists a nonempty closed convex cone .7 c V such that 
(i) O(X ) n Y is not empty for each x E V, 
(ii) m[u, x] = (u, x) for u, x E 9. 
Because x < y if and only if g,x i g,y for all g,, g, E G, we have on 
account of part (i) that we only have to characterize < on .7. For r, y E 9 
we obviously have 
X+Y e (u,x)G(u,Y) forall UEy-, 
or, equivalently (y - X, u) > 0 for all u E .7. To put this in other terms, we 
have x < y if and only if y - x E 7 *, the dual cone of Y in V, defined by 
Y*= {vEVJ(D,U)>O forall uEY}. 
This fact explains the term “cone ordering”, because < is a cone ordering 
on 7 defined by the cone Y*: 
X<Y - y-xET-* for x,yE.?. 
This is similar to the ideas in Marshall, Walkup, and Wets (1967). 
Groups that are of practical interest give rise to group-induced cone 
orderings. Moreover, frequently .Y is also a polyhedral cone. In this case the 
elements of Y are generated by taking all possible nonnegative linear 
combinations of a finite number of elements of some subset T of 7. It is said 
then that T positively generates Y. The set T is called a frame for .7 if T 
spans 9 positively, but no proper subset of T possesses this property. So, if 
we have T= {tl,...,tp}, then 
X<Y = (y-x,t,)>,O forall i=l,..., p. 
We refer to Eaton (1984,1987h) for concrete examples of cones 7 and 
corresponding frames. 
3. FUNDAMENTAL REGIONS, REFLECTION GROUPS 
Of special interest to us are the so-called fundamental regions of finite 
subgroups of U( V ). 
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DEFINITION 3.1. Let G be a subgroup of U(V). A subset F of V is 
called a fundamental region for G in V if and only if 
(i) F is open, 
(ii) F n gF = 0 for all g f I, 
(iii) V = U g c cdcl F). 
If G is a finite subgroup of 0(V), then there always exists a convex 
fundamental region F for G in V. This can be established by applying a 
construction due to Fricke and Klein; see Grove and Benson (1985, Chapter 
3). A stronger result has been obtained in the proof of Theorem 2 of 
Giovagnoli and Wynn (1985). It illustrates the close relationship between a 
group-induced cone ordering and a fundamental region. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let G be a finite subgroup of O(V), and F a fundamen- 
tal region for G in V. Let x E F, and define 
Y(X)= {yEVlm[x,yl=(x7Y)}7 
F(x)=intY(x). 
Then T(x) is a closed convex cone, and F(x) is a findamental region for G 
in V. 
More specific results regarding fundamental regions can be obtained for 
reflection groups. The remaining part of this section is devoted to reflection 
groups; it is completely based on Grove and Benson (1985) and Eaton and 
Perlman (1977). For some r E V with 11 r/l = 1, consider the hyperplane 
H, = { x E V 1 (x, r ) = 0). The linear transformation S, will be defined by 
requiring that S,x = x for x E H, and S,x = - x for x E H,‘. So we have 
s,x = x - 2(x, r)r. (3.1) 
Note that S, is an orthogonal transformation and S,? = 1. The transformation 
S, is called the reflection through H, or the reflection along r. The vector r 
(always with llrll = 1) is called the root of the reflection S,. If S, E G, where 
G is some subgroup of U(V), then r is called a root of G. The root system of 
G is 
AC= {~EV~S,EG}. (3.2) 
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PROPERTY 3.1. Zf rEAoandgEG, thens=grEA,,andS,=gS,g-‘. 
Zfr GA,, then also - r E AC. 
DEFINITION 3.2. A reflection group is a closed subgroup G of 0(V) such 
that there exists a set A* c V with llrlj = 1 for all r E A*, and G is the 
smallest closed subgroup of 0(V) containing the reflections { S, I r E A*}. 
PROPERTY 3.2. Zf G is a reflection group, then G is the closure in Q(V) 
of the group generated algebraically by {S, I r E A*}. Any reflection group G 
isgenerated by {S,lrEA,}. 
An example of an infinite reflection group is the group O(V). We will 
only be interested in finite groups. A reflection group G generated by a finite 
number of reflections is not necessarily finite. A necessary and sufficient 
condition for G to be finite is that its root system is finite. 
PROPERTY 3.3. Let G be a reflection group generated by a finite set of 
reflections. Zf the root system Ao is finite, then G is finite. 
Now we consider the fundamental regions of a finite reflection group G. 
Consider the set 
T,= {tEV((t,r)#O VrEAo} =n{H,“lr~A,}. 
So the set T, is open. Let t E T, be arbitrarily chosen. Define the sets of 
t-positive and t-negative roots: 
Al = {r E Aal(r, t) > O}, 
A; = {rEAaj(r,t)<O}. 
Obviously we have A: = - A,, AC = A: U A;, and IA: I = IA; I = ilA,l; 
here IAl denotes the number of elements of the set A. Now let K, be the 
smallest convex cone containing the set A:, in symbols 
K, =cone(A:). (3.3) 
PROPOSITION 3.1. K, is a pointed closed convex polyhedral cone in M& . 
Proof. It is obvious that K, is a closed convex polyhedral cone. Let 
s E K, with s # 0. From (3.3) it follows that (s, t) > 0, and hence - s B K,. 
So K, does not contain a linear subspace. H 
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Let 111, c A: be a frame for K,. This means that K, = cone(ll,), but no 
proper subset of II, generates K,. Since K, is a pointed cone, Il, equals the 
set of all extremal rays of K,. The set II t contains exactly m roots ri, . . , r,, 
where m = dim M&. Moreover, IT, is a basis for M$, and ( ri, rj) Q 0 for 
i # j. The roots r,,...,r,, are called fundamental roots, and the reflections 
S , . . , , S are called fundamental reflections. The set { Srj 1 j = 1,. . . , m } is a 
n&imal”set of reflections generating G. This implies, for instance, that for 
anyrEAothereexist gEG and ie {l,...,m} suchthat r=gri.Themain 
result is that 
F, = int(dual K,) 
is a fundamental region, and that 
If .Y = cl F,, then the walls or (n - l)-dimensional faces of 7 are Y n H,, 
i = 1,. . . , m. 
4. G -MAJORIZATION, CONE ORDERINGS, FUNDAMENTAL 
REGIONS, AND REFLECTION GROUPS 
In Section 2 we observed that the cone .? is essential, because if Y is a 
closed convex polyhedral cone, then the problem of checking x < y can be 
reduced to verifying a finite number of linear inequalities. In a lot of cases the 
following conditions are satisfied: (1) G is a finite reflection group, (2) the set 
Y has nonempty interior, (3) F = int Y is a fundamental region, and (4) 7 
is a closed convex polyhedral cone with m[r, y] = (x, y) for all X, y E 7. Is 
this combination of conditions a happy coincidence, or are intrinsic issues 
involved? 
THEOREM 4.1. Let G be a finite subgroup of O(V). Then the following 
statements are equivalent: 
(i) There exists a closed convex cone Y in V with the property that 
m[x,y]=(x,y) forallx,yET, andV=U,,ogY. 
(ii) There exists a connected fundamental region F with the property that 
foranyuEaFthereisagEG, g#Z, suchthat&=u. 
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(iii) There exists a connected fundamental region F which is unique up 
to transformations by G within the class of connected fundamental regions. 
(iv) G is a reflection group with fundamental region F such that F = 
inty’, where Y=dual(coneIf), lX={r,,...,r,), m=dimM& Ilrill=l, 
S ~l,. . . , S, are fundamental reflections generating G, and II is a basis for 
M$. 
(v) There exists a fundamental region F such that Y = cl F is a closed 
convex cone and for all x, y E Y’, 
Eaton and Perlman (1977) showed (iv) 3 (v). Eaton (1984) proved (i) * 
(v). Giovagnoli and Wynn (1985) established (ii) * (iii) * {(i) and (v)}. The 
theorem shows the equivalence of the conditions, and it also makes clear that 
the conditions completely determine the group G. The equivalence of (i), (ii), 
(iii), and (iv) has been established previously in the author’s dissertation 
(Steememan 1987). The results (ii) = (iv) and (v) * (ii) are believed to be 
new. The remarks of the referees stimulated the author to try to prove that 
(v) implies one of the other conditions. 
Theorem 3.1 shows that for any finite subgroup of O(V) there exists a 
fundamental region F such that 7 = cl F is a closed convex cone. Theorem 
4.1 shows that G is a reflection group if and only if F is unique up to 
transformations by the group G. The theorem also illustrates that G-majori- 
zation is equivalent to a groupinduced cone ordering if and only if G is a 
reflection group. As a referee remarked, there are examples of infinite groups 
G where G-majorization is a groupinduced cone ordering, but G is not a 
reflection group. For examples we refer to Eaton (1984, 1987b). 
Proof of Theorem 4.1. The following implications will successively be 
established: (i) * (v) * (ii) 3 (iii) = (i), (ii) * (iv) j (ii). Although the impli- 
cations (i) 3 (v), (ii) * (iii), (iii) =+ (i) h ave been proved in the literature, we 
will also provide their proofs, because they are very short, and for the sake of 
completeness. Before we start the proof, we give a lemma which may be 
compared to Lemma 4.3 of Eaton and Perlman (1977). 
LEMMA 4.1. Let A be a subset of V with the property that m[u, v] = 
(u, v) for all u, v E A. Zf x E A, g z I, and gx E A, then x = gx. 
Proof of Lemma 4.1. Note that for all u E A we have 
(u,gx)Gm[u,x] =(u,x). (4.2) 
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By taking u = gx and u = x respectively in (4.2) we have 
This implies that (x, gx) = Ilxll.llgxll, and we conclude that x = gx, because 
II~II = Ilg~ll. n 
Now we continue the proof of of the theorem. 
(i) a(v): If X, y E 7, then m[r, u] =(x, u) and m[y, u] =(y, u) for all 
u E .7. It is not difficult to see that we have the following equivalences: 
X<Y @ m[x,u] <m[y,ul VUEV 
- m[x,u] an[y,ul V’uEF 
e (x,u)<(y,u) bfUE9-. 
(v) - (ii): Let u E c?F. W e h ave to show that for some g E G, g # Z we 
must have u = gu. Observe that u E a(V\cl F). There exists a sequence 
{ u, } in the open set V\cl F such that u, + u. For some g” # I and an 
infinite subsequence { u,~} we have u,,~ E &cl F), because G is finite. Hence 
u E g(c1 F). So we have u,g-‘u E cl F. Since u = g-k, we have (u, v) = 
(g-‘u,v)forallvEY.Thisimpliesthat u=g-‘u=guwithg”+Z. 
(ii) - (iii): The existence of F being obvious, we have to establish its 
uniqueness in the sense that any other connected fundamental region F’ is of 
the form gF for some g E G. We shall first establish that F’n agF =0 for all 
g E G. If not, then there would exist u E F’n JgF. Since g-k E 6’F, there 
exists some g E G, g # Z with &- ‘u = g- ‘u. So we have & = u with 
&ggg-1 
# 1. But u, & E F’ is impossible for a fundamental region unless 
i = 1. Hence F’fl JgF = 0 for all g E G. As F’ is connected, we must have 
F’ c gF for some g E G. Since F’ and gF are open, we cannot have 
v=u g E Cg(cl F) unless F’ = gF. 
(iii) 3 (i): Let x E F. Define Y(x) and F(x) as in Theorem 3.1. So F(x) 
is a fundamental region. From the uniqueness of F it follows that F(x) = g*F 
for some g* E G. Since x E F(x) and x E F, we have F(x) = F and Y(x) = 
cl F, which holds for any x E F. It now easily follows that m[x, y] = (x, y) 
for all x, y E cl F = .T’, where Y is a closed convex cone. 
(iv) * (ii): If u E aF, then u is an element of an (n - 1)dimensional face 
of Y, i.e. u E .Y n H, for some r E II, where H, = { y E V I( r, y) = O}. Now 
we have S,x = x for all x E H,. 
(ii) = (iv): Let K be the dual cone of Y, where .Y is defined as in (i). Of 
course K is a closed convex cone. K is also pointed, because otherwise a 
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linear subspace L exists with dim L >, 1, such that L c K. This would imply 
that .Y=dualKcL’, which has empty interior. This is impossible. The 
proof will be completed by establishing the following claims. 
C&m 1: K is polyhedral. 
CZaim2: If II= {r,,...,r,} with ]]ri]]=l is a frame of K, then S, E G for 
all TEII. 
Claim 3: If H is the finite reflection group generated by {S, 1 r E II }, 
then H=G. 
Proof of Claim 1. We know that C(r) = conv{ gx 1 g E G } is a closed 
convex polytope, because G is finite. We have to relate C(x) to K. The 
following lemma will be needed. 
LEMMA 4.2, Let 9 be defined as in part (i), and let x E .7. Then 
C(x) = fl pcGg(X - K). 
Proof. Let y E C(X); then gy E .7 for some g E G. Since gy < x and 
x, g”y E 7, we have by (v) that 
(Y>t)<m[y,t] =m[gY,t] =(gy,t)G(x,t) 
for all t E Y. [Note that we have already showed that (i) = (ii) = (iii) e (v).] 
This implies that (1~ - y, t ) > 0 for all t E 5, and hence x - y E K, or, 
equivalently, y E x - K. So we may conclude C(r) c x - K. From the G- 
invariance of C(X) it follows that C(x) c n g E & x - K). The converse can 
be established as follows. Let y E n g G&x - K). For some g” E G we have 
y E 2.7. So x, g’-‘y E Y and x - g”- ‘y E K. On account of (v) it follows 
that g- ’ y < x, which implies y < r. n 
This lemma may be compared with Corollary 4.1 of Eaton and Perlman 
(1977). We apply it in order to show that K is a polyhedral cone. For x E F 
arbitrarily chosen, define 
K,=cone(x-C(x))=cone{x-gx]gEG}, 
which is a closed convex polyhedral cone, because G is finite. We establish 
that K, = K, which completes the proof of claim 1. From Lemma 4.2 it is 
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obvious that K, c K. We focus on the proof of K c K,. For x E .Y we have 
that C(x)ng.7=g(Yn((x- K))f or all g E G. This can be seen as follows: 
ycC(X)ng.F - g-lyEC(x)nY 
a x,g-‘YE.7 and x-g-‘yEK 
By Lemma 4.2 we now have 
C(X) = u g(Yn(n: - K)). 
fzEG 
HerexE(int~)n(x-K),andr~g(~n(r-K))foranyg#Z.Ifnot,let 
y E K; then for X E (0,cc) small enough we have x - Xy E (int Y) n (x - K ). 
Hence x - Xy E C(r). This implies that Xy E x - C(X) c K, and therefore 
y E K,. So we have K = K,, which is convex polyhedral cone. q 
Proof of CZuim 2. Since K is a pointed closed convex polyhedral cone, K 
has a frame II = { rr,... , r,} with llrill = 1, such that { Xr, I h > 0) are the 
extremal rays or the l-dimensional faces. There is one-one correspondence 
between the extremal rays of K and the (n - 1)dimensional faces or walls of 
Y. The (n - l)-dimensional faces of 7 are 
We have to show that S, E G for i = 1,. . . , p. Let u be any point in the 
relative interior of q. There exists a g E G with g f I such that @ = U. We 
have u E .Y n g.7, but int .7 n int &Y = 0. So there exists a separating 
hyperplane H, = {x 1(x, r) = 0}, such that 
scii;= {xEV~(x,r)>O}, 
g7cc; = {rEV~(r,r)d0}. 
This implies that 
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So u E Y n g’Y n H,. Obviously H, is a supporting hyperplane for 9, but 
also for gY. Recall that u E ri q (the relative interior of q with respect to 
H,), where q is an (n - l)-dimensional face. This implies that a supporting 
hyperplane through u for .Y is uniquely determined and hence H, = H,. 
Clearly we have r = + ri. Similarly gq is an (n - l)-dimensional face of 
&Y-, and therefore H, = Hzr is the unique supporting hyperplane through 
u = & for g”Y. So, we must have 
This implies gr = - r. Recall that T = f ri. We conclude that & = - r,. It 
remains to show that g = S,,. It suffices to establish that & = r for x E U, 
where U is a subset of H, with nonempty interior in H,. Now we remark that 
ri < n ri ET = ri( q n ST’>, where the relative interior is taken with respect 
to H,. Hence U = q n gq has nonempty interior in H,. For any x E U we 
have x E Y and x E g.7. This means that x, gP1x E F. On account of 
Lemma 4.1 and (i) (which can now be applied) we have x = g-‘x = 8. 
Therefore’g = S,. n 
Proof of Claim 3. Let H be the group generated by the reflections 
{ S,,, . . . > S, }, and let A, be the set of all roots of H. Obviously A), is a finite 
set. Define TH = {t E V I(r, t) # 0 VT E A,}, and let t E F n TH be arbi- 
trarily chosen. Since t E F = int(dual K), we have (t, r) > 0 for all r E Il. 
Define A: = { r E AH I( t, r) > O}. It is clear that II c A:. Now we define 
K, = cone( A: ), and we have K C K,. This implies that q = dual K, c 
dual K = 7. Define F, = int Z$ According to the theory of fundamental 
regions for finite reflection groups (see Section 2), F, is a fundamental region 
for H. Since H c G and q C 7, we have 
v= u gqc u gT=V. 
g E H 8zEG 
Hence we must have q = Y and H = G. 
n 
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